The draft of the proposed RTI2 law for volunteers /organisartions
to bring until agreed by PM/CM/nationally.
There are three parts I, II, III.
I=The draft of the proposed RTI2 law as by rahul mehtha which should be read from
http://rahulmehta.com/001.pdf. IT IS NOT AVALABLE BELOW BUT IT IS BACKBONE , SO
FOLLOWING APPLIES ONLY AFTER PART1 IN THE ABOVE LINK. It explains draft to be
signed by PM or CM. Following part II and III are only INTERMEDIATE MEASURE untill part I is
done. Part II and III will vanish as soon as CM/PM signs part I.
II= Request to for individuals/ organizations /political parties (now on called as IOP ) who promotes
transparent complaint procedure(TCP=RTI2) and hopes to get support from Right to recall /TCP
activists to improve India.
III=Modified draft for IOP to do until I is implemented.
I. Read draft from http://rahulmehta.com/001.pdf

II. Request to IOP to promote RTI2=TCP
A. IOP will
1. Open their own private website and put below find modified draft’s suitable for particular
geographical area, like district / village panchayath or constituency. They will privately fund one
clerk (called now on as PFC=privately funded clerk) working 3 days a week, 8am to 5 pm to
implement this modified draft.
This modified draft is intermediate staged proposal which will be replaced by State Govt Gazette
Notification draft when implemented by CM and other govt bodies.
2. Write to PM and CM asking them
to pass a resolution and/or print the above
(http://rahulmehta.com/001.pdf ) RTI2=TCP clauses in the gazette notification. Also s/he will post
the copy of this letter to mayor/CM on his facebook and similar websites.
B. If draft is not signed by PM/CM within 10 days of the letter of request, IOP will open same
opportunity in any official website under their power.

C. If the IOP’s request is not honored by PM/CM/the govt bodies
IOP in their own private website, put below find modified draft. They will privately fund one clerk
(called now on as PFC=privately funded clerk) working 3 days a week, 8am to 5 pm to implement
modified draft. RRC will start this website within 40 days of occupying job.
This modified draft is intermediate phase proposal and will be replaced by Govt Gazette Notification
draft when implemented by CM and other govt bodies.

Modified
Draft
for
RTI2
law
for
Individuals/organizations/political parties to bring until agreed by
PM/CM/nationally.

#

Officer

Procedure / instruction

1 IOP

If a woman voter or dalit voter or senior citizen voter or
poor voter or farmer voter or ANY citizen-voter submits a suggestion /
general complaint without targeting individuals or organizations/ political
party , or anyone- as an affidavit and demands to be put on website of
IOP, with his name and voter ID number. IOP or PFC will issue a serial
number and put scanned copy, name,city,voter ID number on IOP’s
website for fee of Rs 20 per page .
If a woman voter or a dalit voter or a senior citizen voter or a
poor voter or a farmer voter or ANY citizen-voter comes with voter ID, and

2 IOP/PFC

specifies to put his name, voter ID number,Yes-No on an above (clause #1)
affidavit, the IOP/PFC will enter his Yes-No on the website with name and
voter-ID and give a printed receipt for Rs 3 fee. IOP /PFC will also allow citizen
to change his Yes-No for Rs 3 fee. The fee will be Re 1 for BPL card holder

3 All

Any of the citizen coming to IOP’s office can video record the event.
(this is to ensure IOP doesn’t avoid unfavourable complaints). Any
affending statement (ex- targeting an individual) – scanned copy should
still be put on the website- but by deleting controversial / identification
part using a black pen.

(Version 1.00 18/02/2012 I= initial author Rahul Mehta, II.III modifications by Shiva thippaiah. You
are free to change draft. It will be supported by me (Shiva), if >70% of previous supporters agree on
changes. This is just an idea. Authors are not suggesting/forcing any individual/organisation /political
party to implement it nor responsible for any legal issues, if done.)

